Selectivity for temporal characteristics of sound and interaural time difference of auditory midbrain neurons in the grassfrog: a system theoretical approach.
The selectivity for temporal characteristics of sound and interaural time difference (ITD) was investigated in the torus semicircularis (TS) of the grassfrog. Stimuli were delivered by means of a closed sound system and consisted of binaurally presented Poisson distributed condensation clicks, and pseudo-random (RAN) or equidistant (EQU) click trains of which ITD was varied. With RAN and EQU trains, 86% of the TS units demonstrated a clear selectivity for ITD. Most commonly, these units had monotonically increasing ITD-rate functions. In general, units responding to Poisson clicks, responded also to RAN and EQU trains. One category of units which showed strong time-locking had comparable selectivities for ITD with both stimulus ensembles. A second category of units showed a combined selectivity for temporal structure and ITD. These units responded exclusively to EQU trains in a nonsynchronized way. From the responses obtained with the Poisson click ensemble so-called Poisson system kernels were determined, in analogy to the Wiener-Volterra functional expansion for nonlinear systems. The kernel analysis was performed up to second order. Contralateral (CL) first order kernels usually had positive or combinations of positive and negative regions, indicating that the contralateral ear exerted an excitatory or combined excitatory-inhibitory influence upon the neural response. Ipsilateral (IL), units were characterized by first order kernels which were not significantly different from zero, or kernels in which a single negative region was present. A large variety of CL second order kernels has been observed whereas rarely IL second order kernels were encountered. About 35% of the units possessed nonzero second order cross kernels, which indicates that CL and IL neural processes are interacting in a nonlinear way. Units demonstrating a pronounced selectivity for ITD, were generally characterized by positive CL combined with negative IL first order kernels. Findings suggested that, in the grassfrog, neural selectivity for ITD mainly is established by linear interaction of excitatory and inhibitory processes originating from the CL and IL ear, respectively. Units exhibiting strong time-locking to Poisson clicks and RAN and EQU trains had significantly shorter response latencies than moderately time-locking units. In the first category of units, a substantial higher number of nonzero first and second order kernels was observed. It was concluded that nonlinear response properties, as observed in TS units, most likely have to be ascribed to nonlinear characteristics of neural components located in the auditory nervous system peripheral to the torus semicircularis.